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Business with Russia:
Reality and Prospects
by Igor M.Paramonov

T

ntemationalization o f business
activity is a powerful force driving
many dramatic changes in the
world’
s economies— including Montana’
s.
A recent Montana Business Quarterly article
on global trade noted that “
As the interna
tionalization process continues and the
world becomes smaller, regions o f important
econom ic interchange become larger. In
Montana, our regional marketplace is
expanding, becoming potentially more vital
and offering a broader range o f economic
opportunities”(Swanson, 1993).
Since the Cold War ended and former
communist countries in Eastern Europe and
the ex-USSR shifted to democracy and the
free market system, western companies—
including some Montana-based firms—
have scrambled to tap these markets. The
new Russian Federation is an especially
large and potentially lucrative marketplace
for American businesses— perhaps even a
“
promised land”for those willing to risk the
volatility o f a new country that is changing
fast.
This article presents a brief overview of
the new Russian Federation, its people,
natural resources, economic climate, and
political style. It suggests some ground rules
for approaching a business venture within
Russia’
s borders— ground rules by which
even a small Montana producer might
profit.

Land, People, Resources

“
We underestimated the Japan of the
1950s, and w e will be sadly mistaken if we
underestimate the Russia of the 1990s.”
—Thomas Pickering, outgoing U.S. ambassador to Russia
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Though it is only a part o f the original
Soviet Union, the Russian Federation— or,
more simply, Russia— is still a huge entity.
It encompasses 6,592,812 square miles,
spans eleven time zones, and covers oneeighth o f the world’
s land surface. Nearly
twice the size o f the United States, the
Russian Federation is the largest single
country in the world. Its population of
about 150 million is substantially smaller
than the U.S. figure, but urban/rural shares
are remarkably similar— about threequarters urban, one-quarter rural in each
case. (For Montana, according to the 1990
census, the shares are about 52 percent
urban and 48 percent rural.)

Like Montana, Russia has a broad base o f natural resources.
There are more proven oil reserves in Russia than in Saudi
Arabia. Russian Federation lands also include important deposits
o f natural gas and coal, and what the CIA’
s World Factbookfor
1996-97 calls “
strategic minerals,”such as copper, bauxite, and
platinum. In addition, vast timberlands stretch across much of
northern and eastern Russia. Worldwide demand for these key
commodities is strong, and they are an important source o f hard
currency for the Federation. (Table 1 shows Russia’
s rank among
selected commodity producers.) The Russian Federation also has
a leading role internationally in certain manufacturing sectors,
such as commercial and military aerospace and some heavy
machinery.
However; there is at least one very important distinction
between the scope and intensity o f Russia’
s resource base and that
of Montana’
s— and it may point to an area o f potential interna'
tional trade. Only about 8 percent o f Russian Federation lands are
suitable for farming, with another 5 percent suitable for meadows
and pastures (World Factbook, pp 353). Compare that to 20
percent arable land for the U.S. as a whole and 26 percent
meadow/pastureland. And for Montana, the difference is even
more striking. According to the Montana Agricultural Statistics
Service (1995 estimates), 64 percent o f all Montana lands are
devoted to farm and ranch uses; o f that 64 percent, two-thirds is
specifically range and pastureland.

Politics, Economy, Trade
Moscow, Russia’
s largest city, is the Federation’
s capital.
Rather than states or provinces, the Federation is divided into 21
formerly autonomous republics and 68 other regions— including

Chechnya, site o f recent bloody struggles for sovereign status.
The Russian constitution, adopted in December o f 1993, estab
lishes three branches o f government (executive, legislative and
judicial). An elected president is head o f state.
Before the breakup o f the Soviet Union, Russia proper
accounted for approximately 60 percent o f the total USSR gross
domestic product (GDP). In 1994, the Russian Federation’
s GDP
was $721.2 billion, according to estimates published in the CIA
World Factbook. (The same source estimates the U.S. GDP for
1994 was $6.74 trillion.)
However, estimates o f Russia’
s GDP must be taken with a grain
o f salt. For example, the official Russian government statistical
body Goskomstat reported that GDP had declined by 15 percent
between 1993 and 1994. But this official data significantly
undercounted the service sector, where many Russians have
second jobs. Other analysts maintain that Russians’
real disposable
income rose by approximately 12 percent over the 1993-94
period, and that some companies producing consumer goods are
experiencing growing sales (Gunn, 1995).
This “
shadow economy”represents a substantial portion of
economic activity in Russia. Perhaps as much as 40 percent of
total GDP is not included in official figures, according to a recent
estimate by The Wall Street Journal.
Inflation has been a serious problem for the young Federation
as well. But by tightening monetary policy, the government has
been able to reduce inflation from around 20 percent monthly in
1993 to 10 percent in 1994 and 7 percent in 1995. Estimates for
October o f 1996 put inflation at only 1.2 percent. As of this
writing— November 1996— one U.S. dollar was equivalent to
5,510 rubles on the Moscow Interbank Currency Exchange.
Montana Business QuarterlyAVinter 1996
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Table I
Russia’
s Raw Materials and Com m odities
World Rank
as Producer

Share of
World Output

Natural gas

1

27%

Nickel

1

23%

Aluminum

2

15%

Platinum

2

15%

Oil

3

11%

Copper

4

10%

Steel

4

8%

Coal

4

6%

Cereals

4

6%

Source: Layard, Parker (1996).

Table 2
Russian Trade with Foreign Countries
in 1994 and 1995
Billions o f U.S. Dollars
1994

1995

Total Exports

$43.9

$47.1

Total Imports

33.1

34.5

U.S. Exports to Russia

2.6

2.8

U.S. Imports from Russia

3.2

5.0

Source: The U.S. Department of Commerce.

By standards o f the old USSR, where full employment was a
priority, current levels o f unemployment are also a problem for
the Federation. Unemployment rose from 4.5 percent when
econom ic reform began in 1992 to official estimates o f 7.9 percent
in 1995. That’
s still low by international standards, and also may
not account for those working in the shadow economy.
Russia’
s move toward a market economy has meant privatizing
previously state-run enterprises. As o f August 1996, 66.7 percent
o f all Russian enterprises had been transferred to private owner
ship. Official government estimates also reported that in 1995, a
full 70 percent o f GDP activity was attributable to goods and
services produced by the private sector.
With an improving internal economy, what about Russia’
s role
in international markets? As noted earlier, commodity exports are
an important source o f hard currency for the Federation. Table 2
confirms that Russia maintains a strong positive balance o f trade
with foreign countries. According to Goskomstat, fuel and energy
commodities accounted for 41 percent o f total exports in 1995.
Other countries are investing in Russia as well— to the tune of
several billion dollars in just a few short years. Non-government
sources estimate that by the end o f 1995, Russia had accumulated
direct foreign investments amounting to about $4.5 billion dollars
and an overall foreign portfolio investment o f about $4.8 billion
(Russia: Economic Trade Overview). Why are other countries
investing in Russia and what opportunities do they see?

Why Invest in Russia?
“
Now is the time for companies, if they haven’
t already done
so, to begin charting a long-range strategy for market develop
ment and expansion across the entire Russian Federation,”
concluded the joint Russian-American Chamber o f Commerce in
its September-October 1996 publication, Russian Commerce News.

Information Resources
O n lin e

P rin t M edia

www.russiatoday.com/

Access Russia, a catalog of books, maps, videos, software and periodicals,

Online daily news magazine. Russia Today, w ith good coverage of political
and economic developments.
www.yahoo.com/Regional/Countries/Russia/Business/Trade
Lists a dozen or more management and consulting firms specializing in
trade w ith Russia.
www.serv.com/mbafsu/RusWeb.html
Site maintained by W harton School MBA program w ith links to Russiarelated W eb resources.
www.cbi.co.ru/index.html
Business Collaboration Center maintained by Russian organizations seeking
trade partners:
www.itaiep.doc.gov/bisnis.html
BISNIS. or Business Information Service for the New ly Independent States.
Is maintained by the US Dept of Commerce and includes current trade
leads, industry reports, and exchange rates— just to name a few valuable
resources.
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from the publishers of Russian Life M agazine. Offers titles in general interest
and history; travel and business guides: culture: language learning; maps
and references. 1-800-639-4301
The Com in g Russian Boom: A Q uide to N ew Markets an d Politics, by Richard
Layard and John Parker. 1996. 3 80 pp.. hardcover. $27.
Russian Etiquette & Ethics in Business, by Lloyd Donaldson and Drew Wilson.
1996. 2 00 pp.. softcover, $ 16.95.
Russia Surviual Quide: Business & Travel, by Paul E. Richardson. 1996. 244
pp.. softcover. $18.50.
From Nyet to Da. by /a le Richmond (a veteran foreign service officer’s
reflections on the Russian national character), 1996. 2 19 pp., softcover.
$17.95.
Bilingual W all Map of Russia and the Republics, updated 1996. $ 10
(available from A ccess Russia).

RUSSIA

This conclusion draws strength from the following arguments.
1. Since the collapse o f the Soviet Union, Russia has made
significant progress toward democracy and a free market. For
example, the 1996 Russian Presidential election shows that
democracy can work there, and jobs are now being generated by a
vigorous private sector. In fact, Russia’
s state-sector employment
now accounts for a smaller share o f total employment than in
Italy (Gould, 1996). Stabilization plus opportunity provide a
strong basis for international business activity.
2. Russia is the strongest player in one o f the world’
s largest
and fastest-growing markets. Combined with related peoples from
the neighboring Commonwealth o f Independent States, the
population o f the Russian region exceeds 280 million people.
Their appetite for consumer goods— an appetite previously
restricted by a system o f central planning— is enormous.
3. Russia’
s workforce is highly skilled and very well educated,
especially when compared with similarly paid workers in other
countries. In addition, Russia has the largest pool o f engineering
talent in the world.
4. Finally, Russia has perhaps the best and most complete
combination o f natural, human and manufacturing resources
among the transitional nations o f the twentieth century. Review
ing Russian prospects, two AmCham News analysts concluded
that the country offers tremendous potentials, “
from ideology to
geology,”which, interacting together, make the country a pre
ferred trading partner for the next century.

Keys to Success
A d a p tin g to Local Rules: Russia is not like America. Anyone who
is going to do business in Russia has to adapt to local rules and
understand the local social and cultural fundamentals. How do you
find out w h at these rules are?
Research: the first step in marketing a product or service in
Russia— or anywhere. Some American entrepreneurs see themselves
as real people of action and feel they’re wasting tim e doing research.
But “homework" pays off.
Finding th e righ t connections: Pre-contractual due diligence is
important for business planning anywhere in the world— and
especially so for firms contemplating the Russian market. Use
contacts w ith local knowledge to help find the right Russian partner.
Potential contacts might be found through the U.S. Commercial
Services in Moscow and another major cities; American consulting
and law firm (see sidebar on W eb resources); or, hire Russian
consultants.
R elationship: W hen dealing w ith Russians, focus on the
relationships. Americans think and act in terms of deals and the
bottom line. Russians act in terms of feelings and emotions. In
America, deals might be done via phone and fax. N ot so in Russia,
where face-to-face meetings are necessary to an agreement and
successful deal.
Patience: This is probably the most crucial factor. If you can’t bring
patience to an international project, forget Russia and pick another

Major Issues and Risks

market. The following is a corollary key.

Every investment opportunity includes risk. And though it
promises huge potential markets, Russia is still a volatile young
Federation making enormous changes all at once. Anyone
contemplating business investment in Russia should be aware of
several important issues. They may be organized as follows:
Taxation: Current Russian law lists over forty different
commerce-related taxes. These include a substantial value-added
tax, high import duties, and onerous excise levies— all o f which
are much-discussed in Russian media partly because they consti
tute major barriers to increased foreign investment and trade.
“
I know taxes are high in Russia today,”commented President
Boris Yeltsin recently, “
but we will be able to lower them only if
we manage to ensure compliance with tax legislation. First we
collect taxes and then we will cut them.”
Crime: Organized criminal gangs have acquired such scale and
power that they pose great danger— mosly to other Russians, but
also to foreign business people, especially if they are incautious.
One reason is the embryonic state o f Russian commercial codes.
When conflicts over markets and/or business activity arise, there
is as yet no really effective arbitration system for solving them,
and gangs step easily into the breach.
The “
shadow economy”is another reason for the growth in
gangs. Otherwise law-abiding entrepreneurs may be drawn to it
because Russia’
s“
shadow economy”offers a way to evade ruinous
taxes. But operating in the shadows means breaking the law and
consequently, being unable to use the power of the law to, for
instance, collect on bad debts. Entrepreneurs hire criminals, then,
as collection agents or for security.

Long-term In ve s tm en t M e n ta lity : It is very important to
demonstrate long-term interest in the market and the partner.
Foreign business people w ith experience in Russia will tell you to go
elsewhere if you’re looking for a quick killing. Russia has excellent
opportunities, but to take advantage of them, you need patience,
deep pockets, and a long-term investment mentality.
Security: Despite great potential and enormous financial rewards,
Russia is still a high risk zone. The threat of organized crime must be
taken seriously and professional outside help should be sought. Hire
only legitimate providers of security. Be realistic and cautious.
A daptin g to a S hifting M arket: The Russian market is more
sophisticated than it was a few years ago, and the Russian consumer
has a greater range of product choices now than ever before. Thus,
your product or service should offer a significant competitive
advantage for Russian customers. Also, be willing and able to
diversify as the market shifts and new opportunities emerge.
So what's the b o tto m line for doing business in Russia? You need
to exercise patience, have access to capital, maintain good contacts,
possess sound business sense, and "keep your nose clean.”

Investment Capital: Nearly all Russian enterprises need
capital. Under previous conditions, capital investments in Russia
would have required several five-year plans. But timely and
appropriate investment can have an enormous, immediate result at
this moment in the country’
s economic evolution— encouraging
financial stabilization, industrial recovery and social development.
According to Russian mass media, direct foreign investment in
Montana Business Quarterly/Winter 1996
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Russia has amounted to about $ 1
billion during each o f the last four
years (1992 through 1995).
Estimates for 1996 suggest a
slightly smaller investment,
probably due to worries over Boris
Yeltsin’
s’
health and consequently,
government stability. World Bank
experts estimate that the country
could effectively utilize an annual
capital investment o f between $20
and $23 billion.
In the view o f this author, the
most strategic capital investments are those which target private
enterprises and entrepreneurs in Russia, and those which bring
managerial expertise and technical resources to the partnership.

Future Prospects
Despite the real difficulties outlined above, business prospects
for Russia look good. In his last speech to the American Chamber
o f Commerce in Moscow, outgoing US Ambassador Thomas
Pickering said that within a few years, “
doing business in Russia
will become more structured, more predictable and less risky.”
Other experts share Pickering’
s optimism. London School of
Economics Professor Richard Layard, and John Parker, the
European editor o f The Economist, are co-authors o f a recently
published book, The Coming Russian Boom. They compare Russia’
s
growth potential with other countries and find it very positive,
concluding that the Federation will average at least a 5 percent
annual rate o f econom ic growth over the next ten years.
Finally, early this fall the Russian Commerce News published its
top ten business predictions for Russia— two o f which immedi
ately came true: Yeltsin’
s heart operation was a success, and
Clinton won the U.S. election. Two out o f ten is a good start. The
remaining eight are summarized here. Montana producers may be
especially interested in the last item.
• The 1997 econom ic outlook for Russia looks promising.
Declines in production will reverse and international confidence
will spur foreign investment. Gross domestic product will increase
and the privatization o f enterprises will continue. These factors
will have a psychological effect, helping Russians feel more
optimistic and hopeful— on the road to recovery.
• Inflation will remain under control. Some mild fluctuations
on a monthly basis won’
t really compromise the general stability.
• The tax situation will gradually improve as government
bodies initiate more progressive policies.
•Organized crime will lose its strength within several years.
Law enforcement and domestic and international anticrime
fighters will make progress in identifying, controlling and pros
ecuting criminals.
• Access to Russian markets will become less complicated,
easing a whole host o f related problems, such as shipping and
warehousing goods. The trading process will also become easier as
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more American companies gain knowledge and experience with
the Russian market.
• The U.S. will continue to maintain its ranking as the number
one investor , and rapidly increase its capital investment in
Russia— possibly doubling the amount in the next two years.
• The overall course o f Russia’
s econom ic evolution is set and
will continue along present lines for the next century. Expect
Russia to become an econom ic superpower within five years.
• The hottest U.S. exports in the next few years will include
food products, pharmaceuticals, high-tech products and personal
care products. Basic and luxury consumer goods will also be in high
demand.
So ... the stakes are high, the markets are hot, and the risks are
real. How can Montana entrepreneurs participate? Are they too
small, too far away? Perhaps not, especially if they begin thinking
about the prospects now, educating themselves, and making
contacts.
O n e sidebar to this article lists several current sources of
information on doing business in Russia. Note that there are many
Internet sites devoted to the subject, with new information posted
every day. Any WEB search engine should turn up thousands of
possibilities.
Another sidebar focuses on key factors for successfully doing
business in Russia. These are gleaned from various American
companies operating overseas, and from the personal and consult
ing experience o f this author.
Russia at the turn o f the 21st Century is not unlike the Ameri
can Frontier at the turn o f the 20th Century— a bit raw and
volatile, but new and exciting, open to the adventurous, the risktakers. Montana entrepreneurs might find themselves feeling right
at home in this foreign frontier.Q
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HEALTHCARE

Health Care Update
by Steve Seninger
Increased spending on health care— in the U.S. as a whole and
in Montana— is a function o f three major factors:
• rising prices for health care products and services;
• growth in population which leads to greater use o f health
care resources; and
• more intense use o f health care resources by current
consumers.

Figure I
The American Health
Care Dollar
How Spent, 1992

Health Care Spending

In 1996, Americans as a whole
spent over $1 trillion for health care.
Put another way, the 1996 total was
$1000 billion, or more than 15 percent
o f the entire U.S. gross domestic
product.
Between 1980 and the mid-1990s,
the share o f personal consumption
devoted to medical care by or on
behalf o f households rose from 12 to
17 percent. Families absorbed 30
percent o f this increase through direct
out-of-pocket spending. Higher government budgetary outlays
accounted for 40 percent o f the increase. The remainder o f the
increase can be accounted for by rising labor costs. Thus, large
increases in health care costs over the last decade have been
hidden in increased taxes, lower wages, and higher prices for
other goods.
Data from the 1992 Consumer Expenditure Survey (Census
Bureau) describe the composition o f health care spending. As
Figure 1 shows, the average household spent about 36 cents o f its
health care dollar on health insurance, 21 cents for physicians and
hospitals, 11 cents for prescriptions, and the remainder on
“
supportive care”
— dentists, opticians, and the like.
Health care spending in Montana has followed a similar
pattern, rising from $1.7 billion in 1992 to slightly over $2 billion
in 1995 (both figures adjusted for inflation). About 38 percent of
this increase was absorbed by federal government outlays.

Hospital rates over the same 1992-1995 period increased by 19
percent. Physician and medical care fees rose slightly less, 14.2
percent over the period, while drug and medical supply prices
grew by only 7.9 percent. Overall, Montana’
s spending for health
care rose 17 percent between 1992 and 1995.

Health Care Markets

Montana’
s three hospital referral regions correspond to the
state’
s major urban trade centers o f Billings, Great Falls, and
Missoula. Each region had at least one hospital that provided
cardiovascular and neurosurgery in 1995. The Missoula hospital
referral region, which includes most o f Western Montana and
some parts of Idaho (chiefly near Salmon, Idaho), serves an
estimated (1995) population o f 288,550. The Great Falls region
includes most o f the counties in north central Montana, and
serves an estimated 1995 population o f 149,000. Billings is the
largest hospital region, encompassing all o f eastern and southcentral Montana and northern Wyoming and serving nearly half a
million residents (1995 estimated population o f 463,221 persons).
Figure 2 shows the relative market share for these three regions
in terms o f patient discharges. The combined market share o f all
Montana patient discharges for Great Falls and Missoula rose from
44 percent in 1982 to 50 percent in 1995. Since the overall
number o f inpatients has been declining in Montana (from
129,000 in 1982 to 96,500 in 1995), the state’
s hospitals are
competing for an ever smaller demand for their services. Thus,
increasing their relative share o f the market is vitally important to
each hospital’
s survival, and the Big Three are consolidating their
gains at the expense o f smaller facilities.

Figure 2
Hospital Regions’Market Share,
Patient Discharges
Montana, 1982, 1995

Urban Centers = Billings. Great Falls. Missoula
2nd Tier = e.g. Bozeman, Butte/Anaconda. Helena. Kalispel!
3rd Tier = e.g. Miles City. Lewistown, Hamilton & other places
Rural = e.g. Shelby. Plains, Columbus & other places
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A Synopsis o f Montana Agriculture
East of the Rocky Mountains
by Alan E. Baquet

Agriculture is Montana’
s largest basic industry. It accounts for
greater than 30 percent o f the state’
s basic industry employment, labor
income, and gross sales. Approximately 64 percent o f the state’
s 93
million acres are used for farming and ranching.

nr

otal cash receipts from agriculture in Montana
are about $2 billion. Cash receipts from crops
accounted for about 50 percent o f the $2 billion
($1,023 billion). Livestock receipts generated about $761 million
or about 38 percent o f the total. The remaining amount was about
$189 million and came from government transfer payments. This
report provides information about the diversity o f Montana’
s
agriculture across several subregions, all generally east o f the
continental divide.
For agricultural statistical reporting purposes, the state is
divided into seven districts, referred to as Crop Reporting Districts
(CRDs). Five o f these are located east o f the continental divide
and form the basis for data used in this report.

8
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Information on the number o f farms, total agricultural acreage
and average size o f farms is contained in Table 1. This data is
reported for the census years o f 1987 and 1992. A review o f Table 1
will show that the average size o f farms within the CRDs ranges
from 2,460 acres in the South Central C R D to over twice that in
the neighboring Southeast C R D where the average farm is 5,090
acres. These average size differentials likely reflect the relative mix
o f crops and livestock in the respective districts. In total, the five
eastern CRDs account for about 89 percent o f the state’
s agricultural land and about 87 percent o f the state’
s agricultural gross
receipts.
As indicated above, the state’
s agricultural gross receipts can be
divided into three areas: crops, livestock and government pay
ments. Each o f these will be discussed in the following sections.

Crops
Gross receipts from crops in Montana are attributable to two
main crops— wheat and barley. Combined, they account for about
75-80 percent o f the state’
s agricultural crop receipts. The balance
o f gross receipts comes from a variety o f crops including sugar

AGRICULTURE

beets, hay, potatoes, oats and oil crops. There are three
main classes o f wheat grown in Montana: winter
wheat, spring wheat, and durum. Climatological
factors and relative economic returns are important
considerations in regards to where each class is grown.
In general terms, spring wheat and durum are grown in
the northern part o f the state, while winter wheat is
grown in the central and southern part o f the state. In
1994, spring wheat accounted for about 59 percent of
the state’
s gross receipts from wheat, while winter
wheat generated 37 percent and durum accounted for
4 percent o f the wheat gross receipts.
Total gross receipts from crops for a ten-year period
from 1984-1993 are presented for each CRD in Table
2. Figure 2 portrays this information in a graphical
form. All receipts are adjusted for inflation and
measured in 1993 dollars. As can be seen, the North
Central CRD is consistently the highest, and the
Southeast is consistently the lowest. All CRDs had a
drastic drop in gross receipts in 1985 and most did
again in 1989. These reductions were weather-driven
as major droughts hit the state in these two years.
When information on number o f farms from Table 1
is combined with information on gross receipts from
crops from Table 2, a large disparity across CRDs can
be seen. Gross receipts from crops on a per farm basis
in each CRD ranges from a high o f $70,008 for the
North Central CRD to a low o f $22,030 for the
Southeastern CRD. This is a reflection o f the predomi
nant type o f agriculture for each CRD. As will be seen
below, the Southeastern CRD consists o f primarily
livestock agriculture.

Table I
Farm Numbers and Farm Size by Crop Reporting District
for 1987 and 1992

Number
N Central
N East
Central
S Central
S East
State

Average
Acreage
Size

Number

Acreage

Average
Size

4.735
4.156
3.471
3.459
2,171

13,990
10,886
9,991
7,816
10,531

2,955
2,619
2,878
2,260
4,851

4.398
3,692
3,326
3,317
1,972

14,048
10,648
9,959
8,160
10,038

3,194
2,884
2.994
2,460
5,090

24.568

60,204

2,451

22,821

59,602

2,612

Table 2
Agricultural Crop Receipts by CRD, 1984-1993
--------M illio n s o f

Year
1984
1985
1986
1987
1988
1989
1990
1991
1992
1993

Northeast

North
Central

$349,105 $117,935
58,893
170,845
235,370
72,911
91,772
256,836
233,81 1
63,869
78,392
261,492
102,098
310,691
385,423
146,277
202,916
307,897
192,1 11
331,740

1 9 9 3 D o ll a r s ----------

Central
$212,515
66,888
85,197
101,389
109,860
126,624
112,1 14
60,378
90,258
94.356

South
Central

Southeast

$213,149
82,282
82,872
91.686
104.144
120,752
100,957
71,618
87.031
82,375

$52,671
43,862
32,494
42,993
28,909
34,735
41.298
33,843
45,416
36,991

Table 3
Montana Livestock Receipts by Year and CRD

Livestock
Montana’
s agricultural gross receipts for the
livestock sector came primarily from cattle and calves.
In 1994 cattle and calves accounted for 85 percent of
the state’
s livestock gross receipts. Dairy and dairy
products contributed 5 percent, hogs and pigs contrib
uted 4 percent, and sheep, lamb and wool contributed
3 percent to livestock gross receipts for the state.
Livestock gross receipts by year are listed in Table 3
for each CRD. Figure 3 contains the same information
in a graphical form. All gross receipts are measured in
1993 dollars. As can be seen, the South Central CRD
is the predominant livestock CRD. The Northeast is
consistently the lowest in terms o f livestock gross
receipts. This reflects the relatively strong crop
agriculture in that part o f the state. Nearly all the
CRDs show a cyclical pattern in gross receipts from
livestock, even over this relatively short ten-year time
period.
A different view o f the relative importance of
livestock agriculture across the five CRDs is obtained
when livestock income per farm is calculated. This

1992

1987

M illio n s o f

Year
1984
1985
1986
1987
1988
1989
1990
1991
1992
1993

1 9 9 3 D o lla r s

North
Central

North
east

Central

South
Central

$139,635
146,772
129,540
136,164
130,180
145,842
143,790
137,736
150,269
154,189

$ 111,466
95,800
85,147
88,000
90,214
106,150
96,337
90.282
94.907
97,560

$186,703
138,401
165,786
166,616
167,873
181,155
175,391
150,803
167,927
165,900

$187,260
208,457
196,706
200,446
224.504
256,585
240,302
212,976
237,096
254.669

South
east
$146,916
142,134
128,169
130,723
137.239
143.496
131,443
112,273
119,483
119,713

Table 4
Montana Livestock Receipts by Year and CRD
A v e ra g e In c o m e p e r F a rm , 19 9 3 D o lla r s

year
1987
1992

North
Central

North
east

$28,757
34.168

$21,174
25,706

Central
$48,002
50.489

South
Central
$57,949
71,479

South
east
$60,213
60,590

Source: Montana Agricultural Statistics, annual report o f U.S. Department o f Agriculture.
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Government Payments

Table 5
Government Transfer Payments by CRD
--- Millions of 1993 Dollars, Total for District---year

North
Central

North
east

Central

1984
1985
1986
1987
1988
1989
1990
1991
1992
1993

$79,067
77,814
120,397
126,077
135,221
90,912
111,953
130,664
123,602
149,418

$46,852
45,087
72,990
71,015
88,477
74,499
82,666
82,726
79,744
86,600

$22,294
20,182
34,518
37,306
41,550
33,378
34,01 I
40,085
39,396
44,693

South
Central
$ 10,076
9,468
15,822
19,243
19,282
16,618
17,076
18,736
17,750
21,946

South
east
$12,117
9,856
15,532
18,648
27,132
29,155
20,059
22,164
21,841
23,221

Table 6
Combined Crops and Livestock Receipts by CRD
Millions of 1993 Dollars, Total for District—
&ar
1984
1985
1986
1987
1988
1989
1990
1991
1992
1993

North
Central

North
east

Central

$634,638
450,827
560,480
585,295
555,042
525,121
587,499
667,233
587,142
635,347

$414,977
273,765
322,146
336,286
305,460
301,237
315,866
342,839
389,856
376,271

$410,167
221,846
289.329
311,852
329,321
351,025
335,674
268,037
318,486
327,884

South
Central

South
east

$388,763
279,853
284,249
305,779
346.374
398,867
372,179
323,121
369,716
394.198

$221,904
202,865
185,893
202,158
204,482
216,005
196,574
170,559
187,690
179,925

Table 7
Total Gross Agricultural Receipts per Farm
Average Income per Farm, 1993 Dollars---year

North
Central

North
east

Central

South
Central

South
east

1987
1992

123,610
133,502

80,916
105.595

89.845
95,756

88,401
111,461

93,117
95,177

Source: Montana Agricultural Statistics, annual report o f U.S. Department o f Agriculture.

information for the two census years 1987 and 1992 is contained
in Table 4. O n a per farm basis, in 1987 the Southeast C R D was
ranked highest and the North Central was ranked lowest. In
1992, the South Central was ranked highest while the Southeast
slipped to second. Livestock agriculture remained the least
important for the North Central C R D in 1992.
10
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Government transfer payments accrue primarily to crop
producers. In 1994, government payments accounted for
about 15 percent o f total gross receipts from the state’
s
agriculture. Table 5 and Figure 4 show how the government
payments have changed over time and their relative size
across the five CRDs. The North Central C R D is consistently
higher than the other CRD s in the receipt o f government
transfer payments. This reflects the predominance o f wheat
and barley production in this CRD. In contrast, the South
Central C R D is consistently low in receipt o f government
transfer payments, reflecting the relative importance of
livestock production in this CRD.
Government transfer payments are associated with federal
agricultural legislation. The agricultural legislation has
historically been enacted on a five-year basis, with interim
adjustments made for federal budget outlay considerations
and some production related reasons. Three different
“
agricultural bills”were in place over the ten years reported
here. The first bill covered 1984 and 1985, the second
covered 1986-1990, and the third covered 1991-1993. These
were markedly different pieces o f legislation. In non-inflation
adjusted terms, the 1986-1990 legislation provided approxi
mately 50 percent increases in government transfer payments
over the prior legislation. The 1991-1993 legislation was again
a change, albeit not as dramatic as the previous one.

Total Gross Receipts
Many Montana farms and ranches have both crop and
livestock income. Table 6 and Figure 5 have combined crop,
livestock and government transfer payments by year for each
CRD. The North Central C R D is by far the largest in terms of
total gross receipts, while the Southeast C R D is the smallest.
W hen put on a per farm basis, the differences are not quite as
dramatic. Table 7 contains per farm gross receipts for 1987
and 1992 by CRD. The Southeast C R D continues to lag,
however, in agricultural receipts. The increases in per farm
receipts across all CRDs from 1987 to 1992 reflect the
generally better growing conditions across the state and an
increase in livestock prices.

Conclusions
Montana’
s agricultural income is as varied as its topogra
phy and climate. Agricultural producers are particularly adept
at using the resources available to them in an efficient
manner. For many producers this involves combining crop
and livestock enterprises. The relative importance o f crops
versus livestock varies across the crop reporting districts. The
North Central CRD, often referred to as the Golden Triangle,
is heavily weighted to crops. This is a reflection o f the soil
characteristics, topography and other factors. O n the other
hand, the Southeast C R D is more heavily dependant on
livestock. Thus, we see fewer and larger farms and ranches in
this CRD.

AGRICULTURE

Diversifying across crops and livestock may create a level of
stability for farms within each CRD. However, the vagaries of
weather still have an important impact on the economic well
being o f Montana’
s farmers and ranchers.
As the leading basic industry in Montana, the economic health
of agriculture is important to the overall economic conditions of
the state. Changes in agriculture have impacts throughout the
state’
s economy. These are often felt first at the local level in the
cities and towns in the more rural counties. The continued
decline in farm numbers has had, and will continue to have, an
impact on local communities. This decline seems to be most
prevalent in the Northeast CRD where the number o f farms
declined by 11 percent between 1987 and 1992.
This is substantially above the state average decline o f about 7
percent. The longer term impacts o f this decline are important
considerations for local schools, hospitals and other services. Q

Alan E. Baquet is a professor in the Department o f Agricultural
Economics and Economics at Montana State University, Bozeman.

Figure 4
Government Transfer Payments by CRD

Figure 5
Combined Crops and Livestock Receipts
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Contra*ting Counties

Property Taxes and Spending in Eastern Montana
by Douglas J. Young

instance, Custer County budgeted $527,000 for roads, while
ontana is sometimes divided into two regions: Eastern,
Fallon County— half the size and with one-quarter the population
consisting largely o f wheat and cows, and Western,
—
budgeted $1,212,000, over twice the amount. Rosebud County
consisting largely o f trees and cows, but not as many o f the latter.
budgeted even more, $1,667,000. Similarly,
While there is some truth to this division, it
Custer County’
s bridge fund is $55,000, while
masks a tremendous diversity o f circumstances
Fallon
budgeted
$271,000 and Rosebud
within each region. Nowhere is this diversity
$159,000.
Custer
spends $21,000 for library,
more marked than local government finances.
Fallon $97,000, and Rosebud $102,000.
Consider three adjacent counties in the
Total county budgets include a variety of
Eastern region: Custer, Fallon, and Rosebud.
special
funds that may rely on fees and other
All three depend heavily on agriculture and
non-levy
revenues in addition to— or instead
none has a town exceeding 10,000 people. But
of—property taxes. These include the Cols trip
between them, they have some o f the highest
Park District ($1.5 million) and Medical Center
and lowest residential property tax rates in the
($491,000), Fallon County Airport ($891,000)
state, and some o f the highest and the lowest
and
Hospital ($500,000), and Custer County
county budgets in the state. You might think
Solid Waste ($126,000). The overall pattern here
that’
s an easy call: High taxes = high budgets,
is much the same: Total budgeted funds are
right? Wrong. Read on.
much higher in Fallon and Rosebud counties
than in Custer County, both in dollar amount
and on a per capita basis.
About three-quarters of Custer County’
s
Why do Rosebud and Fallon counties spend
population live in Miles City, the largest town
more than Custer? Because their citizens have
in Montana east of Billings (see Table 1). Miles
chosen to tax themselves more highly? No. The
City boasts a community college, and is a
third line o f Table 2 shows that property tax rates are highest in
center for retail trade in the region. The largest incorporated
Custer County, and lowest in Rosebud County.4 Custer County’
s
towns in Fallon and Rosebud counties each have about 2,000
mill rate is the fifth highest in the state, while Fallon County’
s
people.1Each of the three counties has far more cattle than
mill rate ranks 50th and Rosebud’
s is 56th— the state’
s lowest.5
people. In the case o f Fallon County, catde outnumber people by
Thus, the counties with big budgets have low tax rates.
almost 15 to 1, considerably more than the state average o f about
Then, low tax rates = high expenditures? Yes, tax rates are
3 to l.2 Agricultural cash receipts in 1993 ranged from 23 to 44
negatively correlated with expenditures, but the effect is not a
million dollars, contributing significantly to the economic base in
causal one. Rather, both tax rates and expenditures are strongly
each county.
affected by other variables— especially the property tax bases and
other funds available to the counties. As Table 2 shows, one mill
levied in Custer County raises $1.33 per capita in property tax
Despite these similarities, a quick glance at fiscal affairs reveals
revenue. This is the second lowest in the state.6 In Fallon County
great differences among the three counties (Table 2). For a
one mill raises almost three times as much, $3.69 per capita.
common set o f 22 budgeted funds, Fallon County spends three
Rosebud County has the highest taxable value in the state with a
and a half times as much, per capita, as Rosebud County, which in mill value o f $16.31 per capita. Thus, counties with low taxable
turn spends more than twice the Custer County figure.3 In other
values tend to have high mill rates, and vice-versa.
words, Fallon County budgets almost eight times as much per
Perhaps most importantly, a large tax base often indicates the
capita as does Custer County.
presence o f large amounts o f property not owned by county
It’
s well to remember that counties do not always classify their
residents. This property doesn’
t“
vote”in county elections or on
expenditures in the same way, so comparing specific budgets can
mill levies, and the residents who do vote usually don’
t mind
be misleading. Some cases, however, are fairly clear cut. For
taxing nonresident owners. The Cols trip power plants in Rosebud

M

Similarities

Differences
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County are the best example of this phenomenon. Together
with other utility property, they make up 80 percent of the tax
base.7 Thus, when Rosebud County levies a dollar o f property
taxes, 80 cents is paid by utility companies, leaving only about
20 cents paid by residents. If voters can get a dollar of
government services by paying only 20 cents, why not support
high levels o f expenditure?8
In Custer County, by contrast, utility, railroad and airline
property accounts for only about 20 percent o f the tax base.
Thus, residents themselves pay most o f the costs o f provid
ing government services. And faced with a relatively high
“
price”for these services, they choose lower levels of
expenditure.
Fallon County residents also benefit from relatively large
amounts of utility, railroad and airline property. But natural
resource revenues have been the most important influence
on spending in that county. The next-to-last line o f Table 2
shows county revenues from two natural resource taxes—
the Local Government Severance Tax and the Coal Gross
Proceeds Tax. Fallon County is a major beneficiary o f oil
and gas production taxes, and these revenues also help to
explain its relatively high expenditures.
Some counties were able to accumulate substantial cash
reserves during the “
good”years o f highly valued natural
resource production.Through conservative budget and tax
policies, their cash positions remain strong. For examples,
Fallon and to a lesser extent Rosebud counties each began
their fiscal year with substantial cash carryovers from the
previous year.

Comparison with Statewide Averages

Table I
Some County Characteristics

Population
Largest Town
(Population)
Cattle
Ag Receipts ($million)

Custer

Fallon

Rosebud

Statewide

12,200

3,000

10,900

870,300

Miles City
(8,700)

Baker
(1,800)

Forsyth
(2,200)

Billings
(86,000)

83,000

44,000

86,000

2,700.000

$36

$23

$44

$2,266

Sources: Population ( 1995) - Montana Labor Force Statistics, Montana Department o f Labor and
Industry Cattle ( 1995), A g Receipts ( 1993) - Montana Agricultural Statistics 1995. Montana
Dept, o f Agriculture.

Table 2
County Government Finances
(Fiscal Year 1996, $ expressed per capita)
Custer

Fallon

Rosebud

Statewide

Budget/Pop - 22 Funds

$254

$1962

$580

$392

Budget/Pop - All Funds

$376

$2,015

$859

n/a

112

56

17

70

$1.33

$3.69

$16.31

$2.11

20%

35%

82%

27%

Tax Rate (Mills)
Mill Value/Pop
Utility, RR, Airline
as % of Tax Base
(LGST + CGPT)/Pop

$1

$536

$38

$11

Cash Carryover/Pop

$105

$1,225

$392

n/a

Sources: Budgets - Local Government Center, MSU Bozeman; Property and Resource Taxes Montana Dept, of Revenue, author's calculations
n/a - not available

Despite their physical similarities and common depen
dence on agriculture, Custer, Fallon and Rosebud counties

constitutional right o f persons in the State to equal protection of
the law and to equality o f educational opportunity.”
9In particular,
the courts found that districts with high property wealth had lower
tax rates and higher expenditures than districts with low property
wealth. The Montana legislature responded by substantially
altering K-12 funding in a 1989 special session, then made further
changes in regular and special sessions in 1993.
Montana’
s recent school finance reform has operated on three
major fronts. First, mandatory mill levies to finance the state’
s
equalization fund increased from 45 mills to 95 mills. This raised
school taxes significantly in “
wealthy”districts, and the funds were
redistributed to districts with smaller tax bases.
Second, many districts now qualify for “
guaranteed tax base”
(GTB) payments. This program guarantees a minimum mill value
per student for all districts: If the district’
s own tax base does not
This small three-county sample illustrates some o f the variations generate a target amount o f revenue per student, then the state
makes up the difference. The GTB program thus reduces the
and tensions affecting local government finances in Montana. A
“
price”of educational spending to residents in relatively poor
similar set o f conditions is responsible for much of the controversy
districts. Finally, the state has adopted rules requiring low spending
surrounding school finances in this state. A recent issue of the
districts to increase their budgets, and high spenders to decrease
Montana Business Quarterly (Spring 1996) examined the school
theirs, or at least not increase further.
financing system in some detail, but here are the main points.
School budgets have become more equalized under the new
In the late 1980s, Montana courts ruled that the state’
s method
rules, but the changes have remained controversial.10 Residents of
of funding K-12 education violated “
the fundamental [Montana!

have dramatically different situations with regard to local government
finances. Much of the variation is explained by dissimilar property tax
bases and other revenues in each county.
Rosebud County, home to the Colstrip power plants, has the
highest taxable value per capita in the state; its residents enjoy
both the state’
s lowest tax rates and budget levels that are about
twice the statewide average. Fallon county residents benefit from
even higher budgets and modest tax rates, in part because of
natural resource revenues. But Custer County is at the opposite
extreme: With a small tax base, residents pay some o f the highest
tax rates in the state in order to provide a level o f services that is
below average.

School Finances, A Related Issue
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districts with relatively large tax bases saw their taxes go up signifi
cantly, only to have the funds sent to other parts of the state.
Montanans have traditionally valued local control o f their schools,
but equalization has moved budgetary decision making to the state
level. In particular, education officials in Helena find themselves in
the somewhat curious position of telling some
districts to reduce their spending, even if the district’
s
citizens would prefer higher spending (and taxes).
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burdens on local property owners. And, a recent poll o f state

Summary

legislators— ever mindful o f voter discontent— emphasized their
determination to do something about property taxes in the
upcoming session. Stay tuned for more on this changing, variable,
and controversial subiect.l \
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MONTANA INDIANS

THE INDIAN NATIONS OF M ONTANA:
AN OVERVIEW
Editors note: The following profile was excerpted from a longer
handbook prepared by The Committee on Indian Affairs and published
by the Montana Legislative Council. The full text is available on the
Internet at http://www.mt.g0v/leg/branch/handb00k.htm#m0ntanas.

goals to “
the preservation o f their cultural integrity.”Montana is
alone among the 50 states in having made an explicit
constitutional commitment to its Indian citizens.

PRINCIPAL TRIBAL CROUPS
INTRODUCTION

[

American Indians have a permanent place in the history,
politics, culture, and economic development o f the western states.
In Montana, Indians from at least a dozen tribal groups compose
the state’
s largest and fastest growing ethnic minority. Only
Arizona and New Mexico contain more reservations than
Montana’
s seven. The Indian nations o f Montana are a living
legacy. They are diverse in their history and cultural traditions.
They remain relatively isolated in geographic terms, but not in
other aspects. Indians in Montana have benefited from economic
and social changes brought about by technology, education,
commercial development, and other factors of modernization, but
they have also suffered from the corrosive effects that these same
changes have had on traditional ways of life.
The 1972 Montana Constitution carried forward an 1889
provision from The Enabling Act explicitly acknowledging
Congress’
s absolute control and jurisdiction over all Indian land,
including state authority to tax the land, and forever disclaiming
title to lands owned or held by or reserved for an Indian or for
Indian tribes. Article X, section 1(2), o f the 1972 Montana
Constitution recognizes “
the distinct and unique cultural heritage
of the American Indians”and commits the state in its educational

There are nine principal tribal groups living on seven
reservations in Montana. (See map for locations.) Three o f the
reservations are inhabited by more than one tribal group. The
Confederated Salish, Pend d’
Oreille, and Kootenai share the
Flathead Reservation; the Gros Ventre and Assiniboine cohabit
the Fort Belknap Reservation; and the Assiniboine and Sioux
both reside on the Fort Peck Reservation. In each o f these cases,
the reservation population consists o f fragments o f larger tribal
nations. For example, there are 33 bands o f Assiniboine Indians,
two o f which are represented on the Fort Peck Reservation, where
each of the seven primary bands o f the Sioux nation are also
represented. The Rocky Boy’
s Reservation was originally
inhabited by members o f the Chippewa and Cree Tribes.
However, because o f extensive intermarriage over the years, the
tribal rolls list members only as “
Chippewa Crees.”In 1935, the
Chippewa Crees adopted a tribal constitution for the “
Chippewa
Cree Tribe,”officially recognizing the coming together o f the two
tribes into one. Montana is also home to the Little Shell Band of
Chippewa, often referred to as “
Landless Indians.”Although a
distinct tribal group, the Little Shell are not yet a federally
recognized tribe.
Tribal nations are distinctive in several respects. They are
based primarily (although not exclusively) on ethnic heritage and
Montana Business Quarterly/Winter 1996
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Table I
Indian Population in Montana
by U.S. Bureau o f the Census American Indian Areas
American
Indian Area

Amer. Indian
Population

Total
Population

Amerindian
Percentage

Blackfeet

7,025

8.549

82%

Crow and
trust lands

4,724

6,370

74%

Flathead

5,130

21,259

24%

Fort Belknap and
trust lands

2,338

2,508

93%

Fort Peck

5,782

10,595

55%

Northern Cheyenne
and trust lands

3,542

3,923

90%

Rocky Boy and
trust lands

1,882

1.954

96%

Source: U.S. Bureau of the Census (1990).

are racially distinct from other minority groups in Montana and
the United States. Moreover, tribal nations have a unique status
in the American federal system. American Indians are not JUST
an ethnic minority; they are also members o f quasi-sovereign
tribal nations. The Indian nations o f Montana are governed by
tribal governments that are legally empowered to determine who
is and is not a member o f the nation. Each o f the tribal
governments in Montana has established its own criteria for
enrollment, with some requiring higher blood quantum levels
than others.

INDIAN POPULATION
According to the 1990 census, the Indian population in
Montana was 47,679 persons, approximately 5.97 percent o f the
total population o f the state. O f the Montana population 18 years
o f age and older, 4.8 percent is Indian. While Montana’
s overall
population increased only 1.6 percent from 1980 to 1990, the
Indian population increased by 27.9 percent.
The census reports information for American Indian areas that
includes all American Indian reservations, off-reservation trust
lands, and other tribal-designated statistical areas. Montana has
seven Indian areas. As Table 1 shows, the Indian population
ranges from 24 percent o f the total population in the Flathead
area to 96 percent in the Rocky Boy’
s area. Although the Indian
Population in Montana is highly concentrated in a few counties,
Indians live in all 56 counties o f the state, ranging from a small
percentage o f less than 1 percent in 19 counties to between 1 and
10 percent o f the population in 29 counties. There are eight
counties in which Indians comprise from 11 percent to 56 percent
o f total population. (See Table 2 for percentages in all Montana
counties.)
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BASK PRINCIPALS OF
STATE-TRIBAL RELATIONS
Indians are not just members o f an ethnic minority group in
Montana. Most Indians are also members o f distinct cultural
nations with a special political and legal status that has been
enshrined in the U.S. Constitution, bolstered by subsequent
federal laws, and affirmed by the courts.
Tribal governments are not subordinate to state
governments and are not bound by state laws. With rare
exceptions, a state has jurisdiction within a reservation only to the
extent that Congress has delegated specific authority to it or in
situations in which neither federal nor tribal law preempt state
law.
There is always a federal dimension to consider in formal statetribal interactions.
Tribal governments are subordinate to Congress. In many
arenas o f governance, including econom ic development,
environmental regulation, and law enforcement, tribal authorities
require authorization, appropriations, and approval from the
Secretary o f the Interior or lower-ranking officials o f the Interior
Department’
s Bureau o f Indian Affairs (BIA).
Federal Indian policy is generally consistent in som e aspects
and remarkably inconsistent in others. The separation of powers
allows the coexistence o f contrasting views and contradictory
decisions. Even though every U.S. President since President
Nixon has espoused self-determination as a guiding principle,
Congress has both broadly encouraged self-government and in
some instances prescribed in detail the manner in which tribes
may use their self-governing authority. Federal and U.S. Supreme
Court decisions have see-sawed between supporting and limiting
the sovereignty o f Indian nations.
T h e Indian nations o f Montana are similar in som e general
respects, but distinct from each other in many important ways.
Although “
Indian country”is a useful phrase when considering
federal laws and policies applicable to all Indian nations, each
nation is unique, with different priorities, values, cultural
attributes, and econom ic circumstances. The distinctions between
different Indian nations in Montana need to be considered in
discussions and negotiations between the state government and
tribal governments.
Govemment-to-government relations are the norm, not the
exception. Protocol is important. The use o f proper channels
demonstrates mutual respect and lends dignity to relationships
that are often delicate and easily tainted by misunderstanding and
the suspicion that state (or federal) bureaucrats are attempting to
interfere with internal disputes o f tribal government officials.
T h e leaders and other members o f Indian nations are
generally wary o f state government. Western American history is
peppered with examples o f coercion, massacres, broken treaties,
disingenuous overtures o f peace and friendship, disrespect, and
attempts to assert rights and usurp powers in contravention of
federal law and policy.
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Table 2
Indian Population in Montana by County
County

1990 Indian
Population

% of Total Count)
Population

Beaverhead
Big Horn
Blaine
Broadwater
Carbon

121
6,289
2,664
45
42

1.4
55.5
39.6
1.3
0.5

Carter
Cascade
Chouteau
Custer
Daniels

9
3,072
212
196
6

0.6
3.95
3.9
1.7
0.3

83
260
9
121
880

0.8
2.5
0.3
1.0
1.5

Gallatin
Garfield
Glacier
Golden Valley
Granite

608
4
6,823
10
21

1.2
0.25
56.0
1.0
0.8

Hill
Jefferson
Judith Basin
Lake
Lewis and Clark
Liberty

2,769
1 18
7
4.498
1,059
11

16.0
1.5
0.3
21.0
2.2
0.5

282
17
43
18
79

1.6
0.7
0.7
0.99
2.4

1,818
26
113
3
390

2.3
0.6
0.77
0.58
7.5

704
37
253
15
287

11.0
1.7
3.8
l.l
l.l

140
5,355
2,807
471
50

1.3
48.7
26.7
5.4
1.0

Silver Bow
Stillwater
Sweet Grass
Teton
Toole

520
52
16
93
1 18

1.5
0.8
0.5
1.5
2.3

Treasure
Valley
Wheatland
Wibaux
Yellowstone

9
770
19
2
3,235

1.0
9.3
0.8
0.1
2.85

47,679

5.97

Dawson
Deer Lodge
Fallon
Fergus
Flathead

Lincoln
McCone
Madison
Meagher
Mineral
Missoula
Musselshell
Park
Petroleum
Phillips
Pondera
Powder River
Powell
Prairie
Ravalli
Richland
Roosevelt
Rosebud
Sanders
Sheridan

Montana

Source: U.S. Bureau o f the Census (19 90).

DEFINITION OF INDIAN COUNTRY
W h o is an Indian? There is no single definition o f “
Indian.”In
attempting to define the term, it is important to keep in mind the
differences between tribal membership, federal law, and
ethnological status. A person may not be considered an Indian
ethnologically but may qualify for certain programs or services
under a federal definition or may qualify for tribal membership
under tribal enrollment rules. As a general rule, however, there
are two qualifications for a person to be considered an Indian: the
person has some Indian blood; and the person is recognized as an
Indian by members o f an Indian tribe or community.
What is the correct term to use when referring to American
Indians? This question has been the subject o f much debate. The
preference is to use individual tribal affiliations whenever possible
However, the terms “
Indian,”“
American Indian,”or “
Native
American”are acceptable, although the term “
Native American”
can properly apply to anyone bom in America.
Are Indians U.S. citizens? Yes. All Indians born in the United
States, or b om o f citizens who are outside the country at the time
o f birth, are American citizens, with all o f the attendant rights
and responsibilities. Indians are also citizens o f the states in which
they reside. However, U.S. citizenship was not generally conferred
on Indians until 1924- Before that time, some treaties or
allotment acts had extended citizenship to individual Indians.
In addition, Indians are citizens or members o f tribes.
American citizenship is not inconsistent with tribal membership,
nor does American citizenship affect the special relationship that
exists between tribes and the federal government.
What is meant by “federal recognition”o f an Indian tribe?
Federal recognition means the existence o f a special relationship
between the federal government and a particular tribe that may
confer specific benefits and services on that tribe as enumerated
in various federal laws. Recognition also means that the
recognized tribe has certain inherent rights and powers o f selfgovernment but is also subject to the broad powers that Congress
has in dealing with Indian tribes.
Recognition usually comes from a treaty, statute, or executive
or administrative order or from the course o f dealing with a tribe
as a political entity. However, federal recognition does not
necessarily follow ethnological divisions. Separate ethnological
tribes can be combined into one legal tribe, e.g., the Confederated
Salish and Kootenai Tribes on the Flathead Reservation. Also,
one ethnological tribe can be divided into separate legal tribes,
e.g., the Assiniboine and Sioux Tribes at Fort Peck and the Gros
Ventre and Assiniboine Tribes at Fort Belknap.
In 1978, the Department o f the Interior adopted regulations
creating an administrative procedure to be followed by tribes
seeking acknowledgment, which is basically the same as
recognition. Formal “
recognition”is generally the prerogative of
Congress and the President. A tribe may seek formal recognition
o f its status directly from Congress.
H ow many tribes in Montana have federal recognition?
There are seven federally recognized tribes in Montana. They are
the Crow Tribe, the Northern Cheyenne Tribe, the Blackfeet
Tribe, the Chippewa Cree Tribe, the Confederated Salish and
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property without laying claim to individual
parcels. The tribe may not convey or sell trust
land without the consent o f the federal
% Fee Lands
government. Tribes may acquire additional
(non-Indian &
% Trust Lands
Total
(tribal and individual)
fed. & state gov’t)
Acreage
Reservation
land and have it placed in trust with the
approval o f the federal government.
35
65
1.5 million
Blackfeet
Allotted trust lands are held in trust for the
32
68
2.3 million
Crow Flathead
use o f individual Indians (or their heirs).
48
52
1.2 million
Flathead
Again, the federal government holds the title,
96
4
650,000
Fort Belknap
and the individual (or heirs) holds the
56
2.1 million
44
Fort Peck
beneficial interest.
2
During the assimilation period, Congress
98
445,000
Northern Cheyenne
enacted the General Allotment Act o f 1887,
0
100
108,000
Rocky Boy
also known as the Dawes Act. The ultimate
Source: M ontana Indians: Their History and Location, Office of Public Instruction, March 1989.
purpose o f the Dawes Act was to break up
tribal governments, abolish the reservations,
and assimilate Indians into non-Indian society
Kootenai Tribes, the Assiniboine and Sioux Tribes, and the Gros
as farmers. To accomplish this goal, Congress decided to divide
Ventre and Assiniboine Tribes.
tribal lands into individual parcels, give each tribal member a
Are there any tribes in Montana not officially recognized by
parcel, and sell the “
surplus”parcels to non-Indian farmers.
the federal government? Yes, the Little Shell Band. Composed of
The Act authorized the President to allot reservation land to
Chippewa and Cree Indians, the Little Shell were shut out of
individual Indians. Title to the land remained in the United
reservations in North Dakota and Montana for various reasons.
States in trust for 25 years, or longer if extended by the President,
Today, the tribal members live all over Montana but have an
then was conveyed to the Indian allottee in fee, free o f all
elected tribal council and an executive officer. The Little Shell are encumbrances. The trust period was intended to protect the
currently in the process o f seeking federal recognition from the
allottee from immediate state taxation and to allow an
Department o f the Interior.
opportunity to learn farming. Upon receiving the allotments (or
W hat is "Indian country”? Indian country includes:
after amendments in 1906 for fee title), allottees became U.S.
(1) all land within the limits o f an Indian reservation under
citizens and were subject to state criminal and civil law. The
the jurisdiction o f the United States government;
Dawes Act also authorized the Secretary o f the Interior to
(2) all dependent Indian communities, such as the New
negotiate for acquisition by the United States o f the so-called
Mexico Pueblos; and
“
excess”or “
surplus”lands remaining after allotment. These
(3) all Indian allotments still in trust, whether they are
“
surplus”lands were to be opened to non-Indian settlement.
located within reservations or not.
Although the sponsors o f the Dawes Act believed that it would
The term includes land owned by non-Indians, as well as towns help Indians prosper, the effect on Indians and Indian lands was
incorporated by non-Indians if they are within the boundaries of
catastrophic. Most Indians did not want to abandon their culture
an Indian reservation.
to pursue farming. Because much o f the land allotted to Indians
It is generally within these areas that tribal sovereignty applies
was unsuitable for small-scale farming, Indians sold their parcels
and state power is limited.
to settlers or lost land in tax foreclosure when, upon receiving a
What is the difference between Indian country and an
patent after 25 years, the land was subjected to state taxes.
Indian reservation? A reservation is an area o f land “
reserved”by
The result was a checkerboard pattern o f land ownership
or for an Indian band, village, or tribe (tribes) to live on and use.
within many reservations that were allotted either under the
Reservations were created by treaty, by congressional legislation,
Dawes Act or under other specific allotment acts, with much of
or by executive order. Since 1934, the Secretary o f the Interior
the allotted land passing out o f trust status and Indian ownership.
has had the responsibility o f establishing new reservations or
While not all reservations were allotted, the effect was still
adding land to existing reservations. Indian country encompasses
devastating as the total amount o f Indian-held land declined from
reservations.
138 million acres in 1887 to 48 million acres in 1934 when the
There are three basic categories o f land tenure in Indian
allotment system was abolished.
country: tribal trust lands, allotted trust lands, and fee lands.
Fee lands are held by an owner, whether Indian or non-Indian.
Tribal trust lands are held in trust by the United States
Other lands in Indian country can be held by federal, state, or
government for the use o f a tribe. The United States holds the
local (nontribal) governments. These lands include such areas as
legal title, and the tribe holds the beneficial interest. This is the
national wildlife refuges and state parks. Table 3 shows the
largest category o f Indian land. Tribal trust land is held
ownership patterns within Montana reservations.!^}
communally by the tribe and is managed by the tribal
government. Tribal members share in the enjoyment o f the entire
Note: Look for profiles o f Montana reservations in upcoming issues

Table 3
Ownership Patterns within Montana Reservations
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Administration.
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economic analysis and forecasting, forest products industry research, and survey
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s Economics Montana forecasting system is an effort to provide
public and private decision makers with reliable forecasts and analysis. These
state and local area forecasts are the focus o f the annual series o f Economic
Outlook Seminars, cosponsored by the Bureau and respective Chambers of
Commerce in Billings, Bozeman, Butte, Great Falls, Helena, Kalispell, and
Missoula.
The Bureau also has available county data packages for all Montana counties.
These packages provide up-to-date economic and demographic information
developed by the Bureau and are not available elsewhere.
The Montana Poll, a quarterly public opinion poll, questions Montanans
about their views on a variety of economic and social issues. The Bureau also
conducts contract survey research and offers a random digit dialing program for
survey organizations in need of random telephone samples.
The Forest Industries Data Collection System, a census o f forest industry
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